Diy fuse box wiring

If you want to add electrical accessories to your tractor beyond what the work light connection
can handle, then you need to add an extra fuse box to your tractor. Here is how I added one to
my Kubota. If your tractor has one, it is usually located under the left or right rear fender. On the
Kubota L Series tractors it is located under the left rear fender. This connection is hot only
when the ignition key switch is on or the tractor is running. The Diagram is below:. When the
work light connection is hot, the 60A relay is energized and allows power to flow from the
battery to the fuse box. So why is a 60 amp relay being fed by a 30 amp fuse? However, in my
opinion, over sizing the relay will insure a long life for the relay contacts. I did not use the wiring
harness as is but instead I cut up the cabling and used the pieces for my design. By the way,
the wiring harness uses gauge wire. If you think your accessories will exceed the 30 amps of
the inline fuse, you should use a heavier gauge wire for the harness from the battery to the relay
and fuse box. Now about that fuse box. The one I chose is a 6-way blade fuse box from Amazon.
It has a amp total capacity and a 30 amp max per circuit. A clear plastic cover protects the fuses
from evil. It has a stud for connecting power. Blown fuse indicators for each circuit make it easy
to figuring out which fuse is blown. Starting from the battery, the wiring harness black wire
connects to the negative post with an eyelet connector. I keep the harness and wire loom as far
away from hot surfaces and possible, tie wrapping it to existing wire loom whenever possible. I
measure the angle on that plate on the tractor so I could bend the first inch of the tie plate to the
correct angle. I also bent 1 inch of other end 90 degrees. Then I primed it and painted it gloss
black. Oh, and I also clipped and filed this corner to get rid of the sharp edge. This screw also
serves as the common connection point for the negative wires. Now comes the tricky part I
mentioned. A plastic fuel tank, at that! First I need to get the factory fuse box out of the way by
removing the two bolts that attach it to the frame. Then I place a piece of steel flat bar between
the mounting plate and fuel tank to protect the fuel tank while I am drilling. I used a number 29
drill bit so I can tap the hole for an screw. First, I peel back the wire loom of the factory fuse box
to locate the work light wire leaving the fuse box. In the case of my tractor it is a yellow wire.
You can verify it by noticing where the work light fuse is in the fuse box and look for the wire
directly to the back of it. Now take a deep breath and cut the work light wire two or 3 inches
back from the fuse box, then tuck the rest of the fuse box wires back into the wire loom, leaving
the work light wire out. I removed the in-line amp fuse from the battery wiring harness, then cut
the excess wire and wire loom from the harness, leaving enough to comfortably wire things up.
Next, I stripped the ends of the wires and crimped on inline wire connectors, putting the female
connector on the positive connector and the male connector on the black wire. I always put
female connectors on positive wires from the battery to reduce the chance of a short between
the wire and the tractor chassis, which is negative. Then I stripped the wires on the relay plug
going to the relay and crimped a male connector on to one of the red relay contact wires and a
female connector on the black wire. After that, I connected red to red and black to black. Next, I
crimped a female connector on to the work light wire coming from the factory fuse box and the
crimped a male connector on to the wire going to one side of the relay coil. This wire happens
to be blue in the harness I used but it could be different for a different brand of harness. Just
pay attention to the diagram on the relay and the color of the wires coming from the relay plug.
The front and side light circuit is fused at 10 amps. The rear lights are fused at 5 amps and the
power outlet is fused at 15 amps, which is what it is rated for. All the wires connect to the fuse
box with insulated crimp-on female spade terminals. The wires arrive at my lights switch box
from which they branch off to lights and to the power outlet. I made the mounting plate for the
outlet from the metal cover plate from a small electronics enclosure I had lying around. Make
sure you get the polarity correct when connecting the wiring to the outlet! Thanks for your
support! Skip to content If you want to add electrical accessories to your tractor beyond what
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Choose the correct box based on need rather than cost. To get started with wiring a new fuse
box you want to make sure that the power is first disconnected. Disconnect the power from the
main power meter so there will be no surprises. Check all the rooms to make sure that the
power is definitely off. Remove all of the fuses in the current box. This will not only make the
box lighter when you remove it, but will also ensure that you do not have any problems with
broken fuses if you drop it. After you remove the fuses you will see that there are several wires
that connect to each one of the terminals. Use a screwdriver and loosen the retaining screw of
each one. Remove each wire and mark them so you will know where to install on the new box.
Use some tape and wrap it around a wire. Write the section of the home with a marker on it for
ease of reading. Use a screwdriver and remove the fuse box from its location on the wall. Make
sure that there isn't any moisture behind it, or any other type of debris. Set the new fuse box in
the location and attach it to the wall. Use the same wires that you removed from the old box to
connect to their individual terminals. Read each label, and carefully wrap the exposed wire on
the retaining screw. Tighten the screw and be careful not to fray the wires or break any of the
ends. To complete the wiring of your fuse box, install the new fuses and connect the main
power. Check each fuse to ensure proper functioning. We welcome your comments and
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breaker box is dangerous. Hire a licensed electrician if you think the panel needs attention. The
goal of this article is merely to explain a bit more about all of those mysterious wires and
switches. This is where, after passing through your electricity meter, two hot wires from the
utility company hook up to your house. Each wire carries volts. If you were to put this switch
into the off position, the electrical current to your house would be broken and your dishwasher
would suddenly stop running. Turn the switch back the other way, and your dishwasherâ€”not
to mention your refrigerator, home office computer , and bedroom alarm clocksâ€”would come
back to life. From the main breaker, each one of the two hot lines from the utility company
passes into its own bus. To the eye, a bus looks like a regular metal bar. One bus runs vertically
along the left side of the panel. The second bus runs vertically along the right side. A third metal
bar, the neutral bus, receives the electrical current back again after it has exited the breaker box
and flowed throughout your home doing its work. In addition, circuit breakers serve as the
origin points for the wiring that runs to different parts of your home. Each circuit has two hot
wires feeding into the breaker, as well as a neutral wire that connects to the neutral bus.
Together, these three wires exit the breaker box and go on to provide the juice for their
designated circuit. Hardwired lighting, electrical outlets , and baseboard heaters typically
require or amp breakers. Water heaters and dryers are best served with 30 amps. Meanwhile,
electric ranges take to amp breakers, and such things as the air conditioning system may be
served by an even larger breaker or a subpanel. The wiring into a breaker must correspond to
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two-pole breakers. Typically a bare copper wire, it connects the neutral bus to a metal water
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sources of information for you to learn from. And as a reminder, I take no responsibility for
damage, accidents, or injuries resulting from the fabrication or installation of any electrical
modifications to your vehicle. You do so at your own risk. And what exactly is a relay and why
do you want to use one? A relay is an electrical component that is basically a switch. Many
relays use an electromagnet to engage the switch, and are used where you would want a low
powered circuit to control a high powered circuit. This is done for safety reasons. For example,
in our application, we will have a switch in the vehicle cabin. To be safe, we want this to be low
current. When actuated, a low-powered signal energizes the electromagnet in the relay which
triggers the internal switch and allows high current to flow to the accessory. So the switch at
your fingertips is the low-powered circuit used to control the high-powered circuit of your
accessory via the relay. Automotive relays typically come in either 4-pin or 5-pin versions.
These pins, or terminals, have standard designations:. I simply want a switch in my vehicle to
turn an accessory on or off. Therefore, this tutorial focuses on 4-pin relays only. Notice in the
following picture how the pins are labeled on the bottom of the relay. You can even see where
the fifth pin, 87a, would be if this was a 5-pin relay. Because the pins are in specific positions, it
makes a difference how the relay is inserted into the Bussmann RTMR. For now, let me show
you a simple wiring diagram that details how to connect a switch and accessory to a relay. From
this diagram, you can see that we have a physical switch, which will be inside our vehicle cabin.
This supplies a positive signal to pin 86 of the relay. This pin is the input terminal to the coil
inside the relay. This is a low-current circuit, which is Contrast this with a typical accessory
such as a watt off-road light that uses over 8 amps at 12 volts. When current is sent to the coil,
it creates a magnetic field that closes the internal switch. With power connected to pin 30
directly from the battery and with the accessory connected to pin 87, the circuit is complete
when the switch is closed. High power flows to the accessory directly through the relay and not
your switch. Now that you understand the basics of connecting an accessory to a relay, keep
this in mind as I outline the details of the Bussmann RTMR. It also has two internal busbars. On
a mixing console, you just need to learn one channel strip and you understand the majority of
the mixing board. Similarly, all you need to learn on the RTMR is two rows of cavities, and the
remaining simply repeat. For each relay, there are five insertion cavities to accept the male
terminals. Down the right side are two insertion cavities for each fuse. Therefore, for each relay
position, there are two fuses. But the physical layout does not imply that the relay and fuses are
connected together. One shape, which is the larger of the two, is where the male terminals of
the relays and fuses insert. The other is a smaller cavity that is used in conjunction with a
Terminal Removal Tool to allow you to remove the female terminals and wiring from the
backside. The following picture illustrates the differences. On the bottom of the RTMR, the
relays are oriented on the right and the fuses are on the left. Additionally, there are two internal
busbar stud mounts at the bottom. This is because one leg of each fuse is connected to the
internal busbar, and the other leg is available to connect a female terminal and wire to. This is
because one terminal inserted into the top is connected to the second internal busbar. This
might all sound confusing at the moment, but study the following picture. It should clear things
up. With this setup, power is supplied to your switch inside your vehicle and connects to pin 86
when the switch is engaged. This circuit will connect to your in-dash fuse block with a fuse tap,
which protects this wire. Next, pin 85, which needs to be connected to ground, is connected to
the internal busbar. Therefore, we will use the second internal busbar for grounding pin 85 on
all relays. This is a simple setup, which limits the wires traveling through the firewall to six. It
also makes each relay circuit live only when your ignition is on. As a side note, if you chose to
use a 5-pin relay, then pin 87a would be in the top-center position, but this is currently covered
up with the overlaying sticker. In order to insert the terminal, you simply need to cut out part of
the sticker that covers the cavity. Notice that we only use one fuse, which supplies power to pin
30 through a short length of wire. Therefore, you only need three wires per relay connected
directly to the Bussman RTMR to connect an accessory. There is another wiring issue to
consider, though, and that is with regards to your accessory grounds. You have options here,
but some are better than others. One popular technique, although not highly recommended, is
to connect the accessory ground at a nearby location, such as the vehicle frame or body. A
second option is to connect all accessory grounds directly to the battery. A third option is to
group all of the accessory grounds together. Although this may work if the wire gauge is rated
to handle the combined load, I feel it looks unprofessional and has the potential to be unsafe.
The final and preferred option, is to use busbars external to the Bussmann RTMR to attach your
grounds to. I find this safer, more reliable, and a cleaner way to route your accessory grounds.
Now that you know how to connect everything together, you just need to know what size wire to
use. Simply put, you use a wire gauge rated to handle the current of your accessory. This is
because there is no single definitive chart for our application, and because there are many

factors that go into ampacity rating. Wire length, ambient temperature, insulation type, and free
air space are all contributing factors in addition to the cross-sectional area of a wire. Notice how
I am not listing any wire size smaller than 18 gauge. This is intentional. When wiring the RTMR,
there are two circuit types: accessories and relay coils. The current requirements for the relay
coils are many times less than the accessories. Furthermore, the coils are a known and
constant rating, no matter what type of accessory is installed. As stated earlier and outlined in
the datasheet , the current needed to energize the relay coil is This is more than sufficient to
handle the relay coil load. With regards to connecting accessories, there are two different
approaches to wire size selection when wiring the RTMR. One approach is to plan everything
out in advance, with all of our accessories and current demands known beforehand. This would
allow us to build the RMTR with the exact size wire we need for that specific accessory. You
then build the enclosure and connect your accessories to the specific circuit where you want
your switch. Therefore, the second approach is to build the RTMR so that each circuit can
handle the maximum load that you may need, regardless of how many high-powered
accessories you plan to install. Let me explain. This is the nature of the beast. That means only
the first two switches connected to these relays can be used for these accessories. But what if I
wanted to reorganize my switches? What if I wanted to upgrade or swap out for a
higher-powered accessory? This is where the other wiring approach comes in. This means that I
can choose any switch in my vehicle at any time. To swap accessories around, simply connect
the accessory to a different circuit and change switch rockers. The wiring and switch bodies all
stay in place. This is for each internal bus. The first internal bus is providing power to all ten
fuses, and the second internal bus is providing ground for the switches. With five switches only
needing However, we cannot go over 80 amps for the first internal busbar, which supplies
power to all ten fuses. This does not mean you cannot connect accessories that total more than
80 amps when combined. It just means that you cannot use them all at the same time when their
combined total will go over 80 amps. There is a clear distinction here. This might sound
confusing, but you just have to do a bit of math and thinking beforehand. This is what will make
installing or swapping accessories very easy. The accessory wiring would be a direct
connection to the RTMR, so modifications would require the enclosure to be removed from the
vehicle. Whereas Weather-Pack connectors are rated at 20 amps, Metri-Pack Series connectors
are rated at 30 amps. Therefore, they are a perfect match when using 10 gauge wire. Both of
these will be 10 gauge wire. This connector is your direct attachment point for an accessory.
Instead, you use the appropriate sized wire to connect your accessory to the Metri-Pack
connector based on the need of that accessory. Then install a fuse in the RTMR for this circuit
to match the wire size. Use the same chart I listed earlier when selecting fuse size. For example,
if using 14 gauge wire for an accessory, install a 15 amp fuse. The rule is that a fuse protects
the wire. In this example, it needs to protect the smallest gauge wire in the circuit, which is 14
gauge. You will make this choice based on your needs. On a side note, I want to point out that
fuse selection is important for not only the wire rating, but also the connector rating. I
mentioned earlier my decision to use Metri-Pack connectors instead of Weather-Pack. If you
were to use Weather-Pack connectors, then the highest rated fuse you could use is 20 amps,
even if you used 10 gauge wire all the way out to your accessory. The connector has the lowest
rating, so it trumps all other wiring. Anyway, the flexibility of this design lies in the combined
use of Metri-Pack connectors and 10 gauge wire for all direct accessory connections to the
RTMR. It allows you to use any circuit for any accessory at any time. From this point, you can
save a little money when installing wiring from the RTMR out to your accessory by using the
correctly rated wire for that specific accessory. One last note before concluding. Anyway, the
reason I used a connector for the switch wiring is for easy installation and any future
troubleshooting. To complete the circuits, we would wire the device to send power out pin 85 to
the switches, which would then continue to ground. Notice that this is contrary to the relay
diagrams that I detailed earlier. Instead of switching power to the relay, we are switching
ground. However, the circuit
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works just the same and is simply a different way of utilizing a relay. With this configuration, we
can supply power to the second internal busbar from a spare fuse in the Bussmann, or directly
from the battery. The compromise is that power would be available to your accessories at all
times, even with the ignition off. If you need these circuits active with your ignition, then an
alternate solution is to provide power to the internal busbar using a fuse-tap at the OEM fuse
panel from a circuit that is only on when your ignition is on. I have a problem with this setup.

Basically, I do not like terminating ground at some location on the frame or body. Therefore, to
return ground from the switches back to the busbars at the RTMR while also supplying power
from the OEM fuse panel, it would require an additional wire traveling through the firewall for a
total of seven. This might seem unconventional, but if we install the relays upside-down as
shown below, then our problem would be solved.

